
CPNE SERIES 1: WORLD POWER PLANT INNOVATION SUMMIT 2023 

 

 

This year, CT Asia is all set to bring you the CPNE SERIES 1: WORLD POWER PLANT INNOVATION 

CONFERENCE 2023, the largest and most exclusive networking event for power producers, utilities, 

EPCs, consultants, OEMs, electricity generators, energy solution providers and large-scale energy 

consumers. 

 

Scheduled for 30th and 31st MAY 2023 at the Royale Chulan Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, this innovative 

platform brings together energy experts from around the world to explore emerging approaches in this 

field. 



Organized under the theme (Resetting the Foundation of Power Plant System Today for A Better 

Tomorrow), the WPPIC 2023 seeks to provide deep insight into how Power companies can transition 

operations and maintenance from traditional to digitally enabled processes. Our experts will dive deep 

into how Tech-enabled transformation combines new technologies with traditional improvement to 

provide large value across four key areas: Operations; Maintenance; Energy Efficiency; and Health, 

Safety, Security, and Environment (HSSE). Moreover, they will discuss the latest developments in the 

energy sector, share best practices, and cutting-edge energy technologies to reduce the environmental 

impact of energy production.  

 

For two days, attendees will learn how to focus on balancing energy security in Power Plant Industry 

and ways on achieving the Net Zero Ambitions, Decarbonization of Existing Energy Systems & Investing 

in New Renewable Energy Sources;  keep up to date on the latest Standards Driving Global Value Chains 

in Power Plant Industry; innovate the Generation, Future Alternatives and Future Grid of Power Plant 

Operation System and  discover the most sustainable method on Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency 

Developments and Opportunities etc. 

 

The WPPIC 2023 attracts over 1000 Energy professionals across ASEAN region and creates a 

progressive environment for our core audience looking to evolve while attracting new energy 

professionals embracing the clean movement towards SGD road to 2050. 

Join us to discover the most successful digital transformation strategies to create value. We also provide 

you with an exclusive platform to exhibit your products and services and get solid industry exposure.  

 

REGISTER AS DELEGATE: https://www.mcpnewenergy.com/request.html 

JOIN AS SPONSOR/EXHIBITOR: https://www.mcpnewenergy.com/event-sponsors.html 

 

The Event website has full details of the program. Interested parties can visit the WEBSITE or request 

for AGENDA! 

 

For further enquiries, feel free to reach out to: Amina +60 1161888699| amina@cteventasia.com 
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